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Use of Machine Learning Techniques for Integrating
Source Data from Diverse Data Sources
Shanthi Marie Teres Alexis
x15000966
MSc Research Project in Data Analytics
11th September 2016
”That’s been one of my mantras - focus and simplicity. Simple can be harder
than complex: You have to work hard to get your thinking clean to make it
simple. But it’s worth it in the end because once you get there, you can move
mountains.”- Steve Jobs
Abstract
With the advancements of both the computational power of machine learning
models and the complexity of data being generated for analysis, the process of
identifying the integration flow of information before analysis is becoming more
challenging. Implemented models require information such as source data hierarchy
and cardinality information and correlation of subject matter as used in ontology.
This research project focuses on the integration phase of database elements to its
matching component in the data warehouse using only the source data elements
and its content information. It questions the capability of these elements and the
profile information of itself and its contents in automating the matching process to
its designated target element in a data warehouse.
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Introduction

Metadata information for mapping has been successfully used in the multimedia domain
(Nin et al.; 2014) and in file processing (Li et al.; 2005). In the process of data integration,
many research has been conducted and most of these research use an extensive amount of
information and complex models (Bernstein et al.; 2011). The objective of this research
project is to evaluate the contribution of database elements and its contents’ information
in matching to its corresponding element in a data warehouse. The research question is
based on the hypothesis that the profile information of a database element and its content
may in fact be able to contribute to the integration process in an automated approach.
The current bottleneck of data processing is due to the process of identifying useful information to integrate. By addressing this research question- the answer to what
data should be integrated may also be answered. Furthermore, this research will utilize
techniques of analysis for a dataset that contains categorical and numerical data. The
descriptive analysis phase in processing such dataset will provide future researchers consideration to be made as they venture into their respective research. Finally, this research
will outline the challenges and prepare consideration as this evaluations are carried out.
1

The structure of this research paper is as follows: an overview of existing research
and approaches carried out which will be discussed in Section 2. Section 3 will discuss
the selection process for the techniques and data used in this research. Next, Section 4
will then explain the implementation process followed by a short review of the evaluation
process in Section 5. Last but not least, Section 6 will explain the findings and gaps
where future research should be taken into consideration.
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Related Work

Automated data integration is an area of research mentioned as early as 1967 (Marron
and de Maine; 1967) when discussing ’information explosion’ and introducing a system
to ”automatically decode the compressed information on an item-by-item basis when it
is required”. Fast forward 49 years where data lake, data pool and data fog are the
hype -yet the same dilemma of optimal data storage and data retrieval persists. This is
especially demanding due to the bottle neck of the available abundance of rich but raw
data becoming actual information; and the current pace this information is derived at. As
of 2015, the number of models developed to automate schema mapping had exceeded 34
with at least 71 scientific publications. These were documented by (Sutanta et al.; 2016)
which gives a summary of the models ,approaches and challenges faced. Documented
as the most recurring academically researched approach is the Linguistic based models
followed closely by the Composite method and third is the Ontology based models. These
approaches can be further classified as rule-based or learner-based approaches. The rulebased approach is driven by engineered rule that have been observed and specified such
as those used in ontology classification and traditional software engineering. The learnerbased approach is the current trend for research; utilizing machine learning concepts that
are trained and may possibly be self-trained.
This research topic explores the application of machine learning specifically in the
mapping of schema which has been researched by at least 17 identified models which may
be divided into models that utilize only one specific machine learning method such as
Delta (Clifton et al.; 1998), Semint (Li and Clifton; 1994), Autoplex (Berlin and Motro;
2001) and Dumas (Bilke and Naumann; 2005), to those that use a combination of models.
These combination models can be further classified into two distinct types. First, the use
of multiple learner-based approach; demonstrated by the models Dike (Palopoli et al.;
1999), XClust (Lee et al.; 2002), and Hybrid-RDR (Anam et al.; 2015) models. Secondly,
a combination of learner-based and rule-based approaches as tested in the LSD (Doan
et al.; 2001), Rondo (Melnik et al.; 2003), iMap (Dhamankar et al.; 2004) and SCM
(Hoshiai et al.; 2004) models.
As this research proposes the utilization of the n-Gram model; in depth reference to
the Dike, XClust and Hybrid-RDR models is discussed.
The Dike model applied the clustering technique to derive the similarities of schema
objects on a strength of similarity as well as measurements of dissimilarity. The mapping process consisted of using lexicographical reference points to create a set of basic
inter-schema properties to calculate the strength in similarity. Subsequently the distances between the objects are weighted and inter-schema properties are further refined
and weighted again. Finally, an overall weighted mean of similarity is calculated where
an acceptable threshold will remove objects considered dissimilar. The verification of
accuracy of the output was on-going as the research was published and thus the level of
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accuracy is unknown.
The XClust model similar to Dike uses the clustering technique with a difference that
Dike is implemented on a relational database whilst XClust uses the XML path context
i.e. document type definitions (DTD) to measure similarities. Similarity calculated by
XClust is based on the level that two schema objects were designed in the XML. XClust
like its predecessor models i.e. Cupid (Madhavan et al.; 2001) and LSD is able to take
into account various cardinality of a schema mapping e.g. 1-1 and 1-n. Performance of
the XClust is calculated by the percentage of wrong clusters that are derived after the
incorrect threshold is surpassed.
The latest model known at the time of this research is the Hybrid-RDR that applies
the J48 decision tree (a rewritten version of C4.5 in Java) to classify data. Nevertheless,
other machine learning classification algorithms such as Naive Bayes or any other decision
tree may be used. The learner-based technique implemented is the Ripple-Down Rule
(RDR) that consist of the Censor Production Rules (CPR). The RDR CPR is an expert
initiated and self learning rule constructing component that creates rules in the form
’If a case satisfies condition then do action unless the case does not satisfy the censor
condition c’ (Anam et al.; 2015, p.2) which is useful when there are many validations to
be considered. Unlike other models where a large number of data is required, HybridRDR is capable of retrieving a single classification with a small amount of data. The
models researched have one thing in common that is the calculation of similarity distance
in identifying the classification of mapping. For this research topic, the calculation of
distance by dissimilarity will be evaluated using the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)
algorithm that applies the Gowers dissimilarity coefficient which is discussed further in
Section 3.

3

Methodology

Figure 1: Overview of methodology
For this research, the main stages of study were mainly focused on the selection of
data, data pre-processing and cleansing stage and finally the descriptive analysis and
prediction stage. This initial research will utilize a small, with minimal attributes and
consisting of a predefined matching that is accurate to ascertain the proof of concept. For
3

the same reason, the model to analyze the data should be able to function with limited
number of input as well as limited attributes with a variety of data types.
The technology considered for processing and cleansing the data is R, Python and
Weka. These three technologies are the most the widely used open source tools. In
addition to the project time line factor, these were the ideal choices for the machine
learning technology. The descriptive and analysis stage required algorithms that would
be able to process test and predict data that contains both numeric and categorical data.
These components need to be able to process multiple data type as well.

3.1

Data Selection

The data selection is driven by a need to obtain real-world simulation data that consists
of an existing matching destination. The Adventure-Works2014 database aside from
being easily accessible included an existing reliable mapping process to the AdventureWorks Data warehouse. Other alternatives considered were the North-wind database, and
Purchase Orders data set made available by Hybrid-RDR research. Whilst the Northwind data set contains the desired volume and attribute features, it lacked a predefined
matching destination. The data set made available by the Hybrid-RDR consisting of
four XDR schema that may be downloaded initially from Biztalk1 and now available at
Database Group Leipzig2 . The option to use this data set whilst being ideal in volume
size and having an existing matching outcome was deterred by the time constraint of
having to understand the transformation effort required for XDR formats. Thus leaving
Adventure-Works data set as the selected data set. The data integration to validate the
matching between source and destination is made available along with the database at
CodePlex3 .
For this research the scope of the data set for matching is limited to person profile
information only found in the Person table of AdventureWorks2014. This table is selected
as it contains the various data type and has an ideal combination of fields that are both
similar and dissimilar. Below is the summary of the elements of the selected dataset.
Data set Summary
Tagged Target Fields
Element Name
DIM CUSTOMER BirthDate
birthdate
DIM CUSTOMER FirstName
firstname
DIM CUSTOMER Gender
gender
DIM CUSTOMER LastName
lastname
DIM CUSTOMER MaritalStatus maritalstatus
DIM CUSTOMER MiddleName middlename
DIM CUSTOMER NameStyle
namestyle
UNK
businessentityid
UNK
modifieddate

Content Data Type
date
character
character
character
character
character
number
number
date

*UNK denotes fields that do not have a matching target.
1

www.biztalk.org
http://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/en/bdschemamatching
3
https://msftdbprodsamples.codeplex.com/releases/view/125550
2
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Count
18205
18313
18369
18341
18227
10544
18294
18198
18367

3.2

Machine Learning Model Selection

The proposition to use the n-Gram and k Nearest Neighbour(kNN) for this research is
based on a series of factors considering the available data to schema match versus the
consideration to also account for the lack of schema data to match and the possibility of
limited data to train. In comparison to the existing work the volume of data is surmountable. For example, the Hybrid-RDR uses decision tree models to create a representation
of rules that data points need to qualify before matching to a certain outcome. Therefore, the bigger the volume of data available, the more credible the outcome predicted will
be. This underlying fact applies to almost all supervised and semi-supervised machine
learning techniques.
Research to identify the various approaches to automate schema matching conducted
(Rahm and Bernstein; 2001) in this research can be considered an individual matcher
approach that is both an instance and element content based matcher. Trailing on this
ripple of classification in Figure 2, the ideal models for this research are linguistic based.

Figure 2: Classification of schema matching approaches
(Rahm and Bernstein; 2001)

Machine learning techniques that perform notably well for text analysis include Decision Tree, Neural Network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, Hidden
Markov chain (HM), Natural Language Processing (NLP) being the most solicited techniques. The characteristics of this domain would make it necessary that the model is
able to accommodate new and untrained instances. This need narrows the selection of
techniques to unsupervised models. In addition text analysis need three main elements:
feature selection, classification system and similarity measure by (Vega; 2008). Possible
methods considered were NLP’s n-gram and Named Entity Recognition (NER), artificial
Neural Network (aNN), text/web mining’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Naive Bayes.
These methods are available in all the considered technology libraries. With consideration to the available time, the identification of the challenges faced were scoped to using
only 2 of the techniques.
To re-cap , this research will need to be able to automate the matching of incoming
data based on element name and element value. From the filtered list of techniques and
so the final selection of technique is n-Gram for matching the element names along with
its element values.
5

3.2.1

Element Profile Matching

Analysis on the element and its content will begin with implementing the n-Gram on
the element’s content. Alternate methods considered are lexical matching (Bernstein
et al.; 2006), tokenization and synonym look-up using WordNet researched in (Anam
et al.; 2016). n-Gram is a simple algorithm based on the Markov model that is able to
process small to large amounts of data smoothly. This ease of scalability coupled with its
simplicity are the main benefit of using n-Gram. Using n-Gram the input in the form of a
string (i.e. an anagram) is compared to a subset of sequential characters i.e. n number of
characters (hence the term n-gram). Motivation for using this tool in automating n-gram
is based on promising results by (Karasneh et al.; 2009) that similarly used an attribute
name matcher and a data type matcher on a relational database. This in addition to
attribute name and data type, included matching for the overall schema, primary and
foreign keys as well as other constraints. Application of n-gram in this research approaches
the matching from a similarity of element name and content profile ranking. This means,
the elements’ profile information such as length of element name, average, maximum and
minimum length of element content, actual n-gram breakdown are calculated. Various
methods of application of n-grams real-world logic of its mechanics have been explored by
(Brown et al.; 1992) and explains the intricate details of application. Another research by
(Kondrak; 2005) accounts for how the similarity and distance may account for grouping
matching in a mathematical approach. The outcome of this research will be to identify
the similarity and dissimilarity distances of the elements in the source data file. Armed
with this model, the hypothesis is that the applied model will be able to identify the
possibly matched target column. As the next step after a successful classification, this
research will apply a model to test the theory that elements, element content and profile
information which in this research consists of both categorical and numeric data. A survey
of technique of matching techniques using combination of data type was conducted by
(Lee and Kim; 2010) using SVM, kNN and Bayesian Network models concluded that
Bayesian Network classifiers performs better; being robust to noise and data loss as well
as its computing efficiency. The only limitation that it poses to this research is that the
data volum. As documented by (Pernkopf; 2004) for datasets with small sample sizes,
kNN will perform better than Bayesian Network. Hence this research will use the kNN
model. /par In the descriptive analysis stage the PAM algorithm will be used. PAM is an
alternate clustering algorithm to k-means that from the given data set will calculate the
dissimilarity matrix with the calculation reference point of clustering being its medoids. A
thorough and in depth research conducted by (Park and Jun; 2009) entails the strengths
and benefit of this algorithm the main factor for this research being the capability to
calculate for heterogeneous data. In applying this algorithm, the distance metric used
is the Gower dissimilarity coefficient¿ Unlike the widely used Euclidean and Manhattan
metrics, the Gower is a calculation of dissimilarity that factors in distances of inertia,
variance and weighted increase of variance (Gower and Legendre; 1986).

3.3

Training Data Preparation

The scope of data extracted from AdventureWorks2014 database is limited to basic customer profile information i.e. name (first, middle and last), gender, birth date and marital
status. To add some randomness to the data , two fields i.e. business identity id and
modified date were extracted as unknown data class. A SQL statement was executed to
extract the fields in XML format.The result is then saved as an XML which is parsed
6

using R. The parser script will identify the element name and element value. Additional
processing is done to identify the data type of the element. The schema information that
may be available in the XML is not used to imitate the real-world scenario of a disperse
source data i.e. in the case of a non-XML format that will not provide any meta data
of the element being integrated. A simple library file is created to test the element value
whether character, numeric or date. This code maybe extended to test if an element
value fits email formats , phone number formats and any easily identifiable format that
is unique.
Classification flags are inserted that identify the destination columns. This information is derived from the AdventureWorks Multi Dimensional Datawarehouse MSSQL
Server Integration Services (SSIS) available on-line.In view that the AdventureWorks is
a widely documented and used sample database, the accuracy of the mapping is reliable
and correct.
The next step of the data preparation is to ensure that all the data point are suitable
for analysis meaning the sparsity of data is coded for or in this case removed. As the
method being use is n-gram, the element values and element names need to be cleaned
beforehand by removing any space, special character and lower case all the letters to
uniform standard.
Finally, the data set was stratified to a training and test data set.

3.4

Limitations and Strengths

The elements used in this research are small and share many traits. As this method of
finding similarity based on the elements profile information - there will be elements that
will be wrongly tagged due to the closeness of similarity i.e. firstname and middlename
or dateofbirth and modifieddate. With more test, perhaps more profile information regarding the elements may surface which could prove useful in the calculation of distance.
A re-cap of the objective which is to identify profile information and models that will
aid in the matching of source data to the target. This approach of using distance to test
which profile and model combination works best will be the strongest findings from this
research. In addition, this approach is tested using the English language and a singular regional locale. A variety of languages and element names are not included in the
data. The content of elements in the data set do not contain duplicates which are usually
present in real-world data. Duplicate data will impact the calculation of the average
content lengths and sway the models to a particular length. As for regional data, lengths
of element content may be impacted. The content length for a particular region may be
extremely long e.g. middle east first names that could consists of up to 2 or 3 names in
comparison to the norm. Although this data is valid, it will need to be processed separately. In this research the data type identified is in the simplest combination of date,
character and number. By being able to add information or categorizing the information
further i.e. telephone number , social security number based on identifiable patterns, the
approach will deliver a more reliable calculation of distances.

4

Implementation

A total of 18,484 customer profiles were extracted from the AdventureWorks2014’s Person
table. The selected field were BusinessIdentityID, FirstName, MiddleName, LastName,
Namestyle, BirthDate, MaritalStatus, Gender and ModifiedDate. These records were
7

coerced into XML using the XML AUTO function in MSSQL Server. This completed
the process of preparing an XML format input file. Next step is to upload the XML file
for cleaning before performing the analysis. The parsing process was done in R during the
importing step. A successful parsing depends on knowing the record schema tag which
is fed into the parsing script manually. The parse then chunks this record and does a
string breakdown into R. Results of this parser include not only the parsed record broken
into the varies information of field names, and field types, but also records where field
names vary between fields with one letter parsed to fields mashed together. The planned
approach is to write a C DLL to identify the data types per record. Alternately, the
assertive package could be used in R to identify character type and even categorize type
of data. Option to use C as the conversion logic is due to the ease of customising the
code based on region. The assertive package in R accommodates only the UK and US
regions. Due to time constraints, the process of cleansing and data type identification
was done in Excel. Also, tagging to the target schema was formulated in Excel. Finally,
a cleansed and tagged data set summarized below is prepared.
Next,the file is uploaded in a comma separated format into Microsoft R Open(MRO)
where profile information of the element and element content is calculated and made into
matrices. The profile information derived is as Figure 3.

Figure 3: Profile information of element and element contents

Then, the dataset is segregated by field; and the contents of each field from all rows are
concatenated. The results being a long string of character (either character or numerical
respective to the field being processed) is produced as seen in Figure 5. The string is
then cleansed to remove spaces and punctuations if any exists. Finally, the string will
be processed through the n-grams algorithm. This process is an exploratory process and
will involve breaking the n-grams into either 2, 3 or 4 character sequences.
The results of the n-gram, the example here used the 2 character sequence n-gram,
in Figure 5 is combined with the profile information and a final data set as Figure 4 is
prepared. Descriptive analysis using PAM whilst applying the Gower distance calculation
is done. Through this combination of factors the number of clusters can be identified using
a scree plot. Finally, the kNN algorithm can be run with the number of clusters to train
a model that will predict outcome on against the test dataset. As a validation step, a
confusion matrix is produced to evaluate the accuracy and performance of the model.
The process for n-gram is then run for it should be executed for the 3 and 4 character
sequence.

8

Figure 4: Concatenated string before and after the 2 n-gram processing

Figure 5: Final dataset that will be processed kNN

9

5

Evaluation

Confusion matrix is a contingency table that calculates overall accuracy based on two
components. There are two elements: ”Actual” and ”Predicted” that calculate the average values of the outcomes i.e.: Negative results (N) or Positive results (P). This validation
technique is widely used for prediction models and accurately provides a summary of the
classifier’s performance.

5.1

Two Character Sequence n-Gram

Figure 6 shows the result of the identified clusters for the initial case study that consisted
of 3 main elements i.e.: birthdate, firstname and gender and Figure 7 for 7 elements i.e.:
birthdate, firstname, gender,lastname, middlename, namestyle and maritalstatus. The
kNN performed well in identifying the various data types and the matches. As expected
with applying the additional elements there exists an overlap of elements (i.e. cluster 7
and 9 )
The confusion matrix for these cases as seen in Figure 8 rightly shows one hundred
percent accuracy.

10

Figure 6: GGPlot of Cluster Proximity
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Figure 7: GGPlot of Cluster Proximity
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Figure 8: Confusion Matrix Summary for 3 Elements

Figure 9: Confusion Matrix Summary for 7 Elements
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5.2

Discussion

In the process of testing, the research faced some challenges due to limited memory on
the machine and so not the full extent of data was analysed. Hence, the experiments are
still on-going with plans to move into the cloud environment. Nevertheless, based on this
result we can clearly say that if the dissimilarity of elements are clear, the use of machine
learning does help immensely in the identification of the target destination. The overall
results can be argued is currently over-fitted for the task at hand which is undeniable.
Continued test that will be performed will be able to provide more insight to the use of
element and the the profile information especially as the element profile information start
overlapping. This with future test , should start reducing the accuracy rate and show
that the classifiers are not performing as well.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Results from this research indicate that the element and contents profile information is
useful but not across all cases. In the dissimilarity of data type, it is useful in identifying
which are the possible matches where the information is very disperse. In the similarity
calculation , we find that information that are closely similar such as names which are
broken down i.e. the overlap of clusters 7 and 9 in Figure 7 will not find profile information
useful for mapping to the target destination. Although, the answer to this question bring
us to question- in a data warehouse, do we really need to be segregating the difference
of names? In an environment where closely similar information such as these are not
analyzed, data warehouse designers may want to consider bringing in the information as
a whole. The results in this research exhibited indications of over-fitting with a perfect
accuracy rate. To validate this, a cross-validation needs to be run.
During the implementation of this research, the challenges faced can be classified as
technical and time-line challenges. First and foremost, many of the research papers whilst
explaining the research results and findings, failed to provide the gap between attaining
the data set as is and preparation steps to be analytically ready. This challenge resulted
in wayward analysis on some very wrong data presentations which resulted is many errors
and unintelligible results. Next, the time taken to explore the multiple options in using
any single analysis package for the analysis can be overwhelming. This being an advantage
and a disadvantage during this research because of the many possibilities and fine-tuning
in process that effects the results. Furthermore, the number of packages available that are
similar but having their own strengths and weaknesses - requires extensive hands-on trial
and error before being able to create in-depth analysis to answer the research question.
As the quote goes:
”For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing
them.”- Aristotle
The continuation of this research should first explore the distance calculation used to
identify similarity and dissimilarity of matches. This research only explored the Gower
distance and the Partition Around Medoids (PAM) of the R package Cluster. The heart
of the analysis is identifying a good distance metric. In addition, this research required a
package to be able to manage both categorical and numeric type data in the calculation of
distance. For future research, the processing of this data types separately and identifying
a calculation of unifying them may provide a better distance calculation. The performance
14

of segregated and combined calculation versus distance calculation that encompass all
data types should also be researched in the identification of a better matching approach.
Subsequently to that, this research would be able to then be extended using elements
from different regions and languages.
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